
PHYSICS 1050: Assignment #3

DUE: Tuesday January 26, 2016

Readings:

• Chapter 1 of Franklin et al.

• Chapter 2 of Franklin et al.

Problems:

• include name or PIN;

• staple your assignment;

• show all your work;

• all answers are to have three significant figures unless stated otherwise.

1. Problem 1.2 on page 13

2. Getting on my nerves.

Nerve impulses travel at different speeds, depending on the type of fiber through which they move.
The impulses for touch travel at 76.2 meters per second, while those registering pain move at 0.610
meters per second. If your biophysics professor stubs his toe, find

(a) the time for each type of impulse to reach his brain, and

(b) the time delay between the pain and touch impulses.

Assume that his brain is 1.90 meters from his toe and that the impulses travel directly from the toe
to the brain.

3. Too fast for you.

A biophysics student measures her reaction time by having a friend drop a meterstick between her
fingers. The meterstick falls 0.300 meters before she catches it.

(a) What is her reaction time?

(b) Estimate the minimum average speed of nerve impulses going from her eye to her brain and then
back to her hand.

4. You think you are fast...
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(a) A magazine article states that cheetahs are the fastest sprinters in the animal world and that
a cheetah was observed to accelerate from rest to 70 kilometers per hour in 2 seconds. What
average acceleration in meters per second squared does this require?

(b) The article also says the cheetah covered 60 meters during this 2 second interval. How large a
constant acceleration is implied by this statement? Does it agree with your result in (a)?

(c) Accelerations substantially greater than g are difficult for an animal or automobile to attain, be-
cause there is a tendency to slip even on very rough ground with larger acceleration. Given this
information, can you guess which number is wrong in the article?

5. Afraid of heights

Suppose you climbed Tabletop mountain by Castle Falls and you are looking over the cliff. There is a
thick fog so you cannot see the bottom. To find the height of this cliff, you drop a rock from the top
and 8.00 seconds later, hear the sound of it hitting the ground at the foot of the cliff.

(a) Ignoring air resistance, how high is the cliff if the speed of sound is 330 meters per second?

(b) Suppose you had ignored the time it takes the sound to reach you. In that case, would you have
overestimated or underestimated the height of the cliff? Explain your reasoning.

6. Bolt

(a) In 2009, Usain Bolt ran the last 100 meters of the 150-meter race in 8.70 seconds. What is Usain
Bolt’s speed?

(b) The world record for the 100-meter dash is 9.58 seconds (Bolt, 2009). Use the speed from part (a)
as his maximum velocity. Assume a sprinter accelerates at a constant rate up to their maximum
velocity, which is maintained for the remainder of the race, no matter how long it is. What is the
duration of the acceleration period at the beginning of the race?

(c) Determine the initial average acceleration in part (b).

(d) The record for the 200-meter dash is 19.19 seconds (Bolt, 2009), the 400-meter run is 43.18 seconds
(Johnson, 1999), the 800-meter run is 101.01 seconds (Rudisha, 2010), and for the 1500-meter run
it is 206.00 seconds (Guerrouj, 1998). Are these times consistent with the assumptions made?
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